House fuse panel

The fuse box found in older homes is a protective device that cuts off the electric current to a
circuit that has shorted out or is overloaded. The box contains little screw-in glass or porcelain
plugs, each with a little window showing a fusible link that will melt when the electricity flow
exceeds the preset limit. This cuts the power to the circuit. Checking and changing a fuse can
be accomplished without tools. Find the fuse box. It usually is a gray or black rectangular metal
box with a door on the front, located in a basement, garage or closet on a wall close to the
electric meter. Lay the rubber mat on the floor in front of the fuse box and stand on it. Open the
box door and turn on the flashlight to inspect the fuses. Look closely at each fuse. The window
on a good fuse will be clear. That is the fuse that needs to be replaced. Identify the circuit
affected by the blown fuse. Turn off light switches and unplug electrical devices in that area
before attempting a fuse replacement. Turn off house power at the main switch. Stand on the
rubber mat in front of the fuse box. Unscrew the blown fuse. Do not touch the metal threads
while removing the fuse. Look at the fuse for its amperage rating. The rating usually is molded
in the glass body, printed on a label on the fuse or stamped on the metal button on the bottom
of the screw-in fuse base. Replace the blown fuse with a new fuse having the same amperage
rating as the blown fuse. Screw the new fuse into the threaded socket that held the old fuse.
Turn on house power. The circuit should return to life. Close the fuse box door. Pick up the mat
and store it away. Keep three replacement fuses on hand for each size fuse used in your fuse
box. Fuses in homes typically are 15 amps, 20 amps and 30 amps. Never replace a fuse with one
of higher amperage, or use a copper penny in place of a fuse to restore power. This creates an
electrical fire danger. Herb Kirchhoff has more than three decades of hands-on experience as an
avid garden hobbyist and home handyman. Since retiring from the news business in , Kirchhoff
takes care of a acre rural Michigan lakefront property and applies his experience to his
vegetable and flower gardens and home repair and renovation projects. By Herb Kirchhoff
Updated December 19, Related Articles. Tip Keep three replacement fuses on hand for each size
fuse used in your fuse box. Warning Never replace a fuse with one of higher amperage, or use a
copper penny in place of a fuse to restore power. Each circuit in the home is protected by a
fuse, and each fuse must be the correct type and have an appropriate amperage rating for its
circuit. Using the wrong type of fuse for a circuit can pose a serious fire hazard, so it's
important to identify the correct fuse for each circuit. Fuses for standard circuits not
high-voltage appliance circuits are called plug fuses and have screw-in bases. There are two
different types of bases and screw-in fuses: the Edison base found on Type T fuses and the
rejection base found on Type S fuses. Rejection base Type S fuses will work with Edison-type
sockets only when combined with an adapter base that screws and locks into the Edison
socket. The Type S fuse then screws into the adapter. Rejection bases are also known as
"tamper-proof," and they were developed to prevent homeowners from using the wrong type of
fuse for a circuit. Each Type S fuse of a specific amperage rating has a matching base adapter
with a specific size of thread that prevents mismatching the fuses. For example, it stops a
person from putting a amp fuse in a amp circuit, a potentially serious mistake. A amp Type S fits
only a amp base adapter. By contrast, a Type T fuse can fit into any Edison socket, regardless
of the circuit's amperage. They are general-purpose plug fuses and are "fast-acting"â€”that is,
they have no time-delay fuse element and quickly interrupt the circuit once the fuse's rated
amperage is exceeded. These fuses are designed for use in general lighting and power circuits
that do not contain electric motors. Electric motors draw additional current at startup and will
blow a Type W fuse if the motor is of any significant size. Because of this, time-delay fuses are
used much more commonly than type-W fuses. Type-W fuse rating: volts; up to 30 amps. SL
and TL fuses are medium-duty time-delay fuses and are now the most commonly used plug
fuses found in home electrical systems. Without a time-delay feature, simply starting your
garbage disposer or refrigerator would cause a fuse to blow. Type SL and TL fuse rating: volts;
up to 30 amps. These fuses have a longer time-delay feature than the SL or TL fuses. However,
just like the SL and TL fuses, the only difference between the S and the T heavy-duty fuses are
the bases: type-S has a rejection base; type-T has an Edison base. Heavy-duty time-delay fuses
contain a spring-loaded metal fuse link attached to a solder plug. If the overloaded circuit
condition continues for too long, the solder plug melts and the spring pulls the fuse link free,
cutting power to the circuit. This allows the fuse to absorb a longer temporary circuit overload
than with other time-delay fuses. Type S and T heavy-duty fuse rating: volts; up to 30 amps.
Mini-breakers fuses are retrofit circuit breaker fuses that screw into Edison-base fuse sockets.
They essentially replace a fuse with a push-button circuit breaker. Mini breakers have a little
button that pops out when the circuit is overloaded. All you need to do is push the button back
in to reset the breaker. Mini-breakers are also designed for time delay, so they do not trip
unnecessarily when motors or appliances start up. Mini-breaker fuse rating: volts; up to 20
amps. Screw-In Fuse Bases Fuses for standard circuits not high-voltage appliance circuits are

called plug fuses and have screw-in bases. Continue to 5 of 5 below. Mini-Breaker Fuse
Mini-breakers fuses are retrofit circuit breaker fuses that screw into Edison-base fuse sockets.
Related Topics. Home Repair Electrical Repair. Read More. You may know it as a metal panel
located in a distant part of your home that you rarely think about it. Then perhaps the power
goes out in the kitchen because you turned on the blender. Hitting the reset button on the
countertop GFCI outlet doesn't fix the problem. Suddenly you need it: the electrical service
panel box. Homeowners might visit their electrical service panel box no more than once a year.
For older homes with aging electrical systems, it might become a routine visit. For newer
homes, there may never be a need to visit it. Understanding the basics of your home's electrical
service panel will keep you safe and your home well-lit and energized. You'll even save money
since operating an electrical service panel is crucial to every electrical repair , from replacing an
outlet to wiring an entire room for remodeling. The electric service panel is the connection
between the external wires coming from the street and the internal wires of your home's electric
system. The service panel is the central distribution point that connects the service wire or
service dropâ€”the main wire coming from the outside into the houseâ€”to the exit wires that
split off and service different parts of the house. These exit wires are called branch circuits or
branch wire circuits. In single-family residences, the owner of the building owns the electric
service panel, not the electric company. Thus, the owner is responsible for all issues related to
the electric service panel. Electric service panels have a number of different names: fuse box ,
fuse panel, circuit breaker panel. Today, most homes have what is officially called the electrical
service panel , or simply, the service panel. A circuit breaker panel is not exactly the same as
the fuse box because it has mechanical, toggle-switch circuit breakers, not fuses, but it does
perform the same function. The older fuses screw or pull in or out, as opposed to the
rocker-style method of installing and removing circuit breakers. All of your home's power is
located in the service panel. The electrical service panel provides , , or more amps of power to a
home. Homes built between and may have these ampere fuse boxes, often with four fuses.
Power comes into the house from a service drop, connects to the service lugs within the service
panel, and is split into separate circuits throughout the house. By its nature, the main service
panel is usually kept away from the main household activities. Likely locations:. While not
typical, a service panel may be found on the outside part of an exterior wall, especially in the
case of older fuse boxes. One way to find your electrical service panel is to first go outside and
locate the service drop and service head on your roof. The service panel should be directly
below in one of the home's stories. For buried power lines, usually the line will start at the street
and connect to the home near the front or side of the home. When the service panel's outer
door is closed, the service panel is safe to touch under normal conditions. When the outer door
is open and the circuit breakers switches are exposed, the panel is still safe to touch under
normal conditions. It is dangerous to work on an open electrical service panel with both the
door and the protective front cover removed. Unlike the shock from a receptacle, which may or
may not be fatal, a shock from the service lugs will most certainly be fatal or seriously hurt you.
In the service panel, two black heavy-gauge wires enter the panel from the top of the box. These
are the ends of the service wires that come into your house from the outside. Avoid touching
these wires or anything that these wires touch. With that protective cover removed, shutting off
the panel's main circuit breaker switch will not necessarily keep you safe. The main breaker
cuts off the power to all of the home's branch circuits, but it doesn't not shut off the power
coming into the panel on the utility service lines or to the lugs the lines are connected to. While
it is often easy enough to be cautious of areas in the service panel that your hands touch, be
especially careful of tools that you are holding. The detached service panel, screwdrivers, wire
cutters, wire strippers, pliers, and more are items that can potentially touch parts of the service
wires and transmit an electric shock to you. You can add more circuits and circuit breakers
inside your electrical service panel box as long as there are spaces. In many cases, the service
panel will have available spaces. Some older homes may have completely filled out their
spaces. In this case, an electrician can install a new, larger service panel box. Generally, you
can determine if there are more spaces by looking at the metal knock-outs on the panel itself.
Any space that is not knocked out should be available for the insertion of another circuit
breaker. Homeowners are allowed to work on the service panel, but many choose to avoid this
for safety reasons. Most homeowners only have the experience of opening the outer door of the
electrical service panel to flip on a disabled circuit breaker. Since you own the service panel,
you are allowed to work on its interior section for any type of work. The most common activity
to remove and replace a circuit breaker. Many seasoned do-it-yourself electricians still choose
to call in an electrician when it comes to any work that involves removing the protective front
cover. Read More. Why are people scared of fuses? To start, how can I say that a properly
installed fuse is as safe as a circuit breaker? A fuse will only handle the amount of amperage

that it is rated for. If a fuse is rated for 15 amps and more than 15 amps passes through the fuse,
a thin strip of carefully calibrated metal will vaporize, which opens the circuit in other words,
kills the power. A fuse will never allow more current to pass through than what it is rated for.
Circuit breakers are designed to trip when too much current passes through for too long a
period of time. Today, circuit breakers are used in homes instead of fuses. The main reason is
because a circuit breaker can be re-used. Once a fuse blows, it has to be replaced. Old electric
services will have fuses, and old electric services can have problems. This is why people get
scared of fuses. A typical 60 amp fuse box might have one volt circuit for an air conditioner or
electric range, plus four more fuses for the rest of the wiring in the home. Compared to the
minimum number of circuits required today, this is totally insufficient. In a new home, a kitchen
will typically have one circuit for the dishwasher, one for the disposer, two for the countertop
outlets, one for the lights, and another for the microwave and fridge. This is a minimal
installation, and many electricians will also put the fridge on its own circuit, and have another
volt circuit for an electric range. This adds up to nine spaces in an electric panel. The example I
gave for an old 60 amp panel only has six spaces available for the entire house. To make up for
this, occupants will often use fuses that are too large for the wires, which will keep fuses from
blowing, but also creates a fire hazard. The photo below shows a wire that is only rated for 15
amps connected to a 30 amp fuse. Oftentimes, several wires will be connected to a single fuse
lug, but each fuse is supposed to have one wire. This is often referred to double tapping, or
double lugging. This is a common defect for both fuse panels and breaker panels in
Minneapolis and Saint Paul, and the repair is usually quite simple at a breaker panel, but not so
for an overloaded fuse panel. When a fuse panel is overloaded, it probably needs to be
replaced. Because of all the problems that can be found with fuse panels, insurance companies
will often charge a premium for homes with fused services, or they'll refuse to insure the home.
If you're buying a home with a fused electric service, you would do well to have the service
upgraded. The price will continue to go up if new circuits are added to the home, or other wiring
upgrades are performed. The bottom line is that there is nothing inherently wrong with fuses,
but most old fuse panels have enough problems to warrant replacement. Reuben Saltzman is a
second-generation home inspector with a passion for his work. Naturally, this blog is all about
home inspections and home-related topics in the Twin Cities metro area. Home All Sections
Search. Log In Welcome, User. Coronavirus Minneapolis St. Paul Duluth St. Heating bill price
shock could be felt in Minnesota as well. Security officials cast blame for Jan. Young
Minnesotans find 'calling' leading Line 3 pipeline protests. Interior nominee Haaland vows
'balance' on energy, climate. Olympians lending expertise on staffs of girls' hockey programs.
Lat14 Asian Eatery owner to bring new restaurant, retail space to Minneapolis. Scoggins: With
Saunders gone, Wolves mess now belongs to Rosas. Blog By Reuben Saltzman. More from Star
Tribune. Business Heating bill price shock could be felt in Minnesota as well am. Wolves
Wolves coaching change was quick â€” and also two years in the making am. Local 'Tiny house'
indoor village for the homeless opens March 8 in Minneapolis am. More From Star Tribune.
More From The Home Inspector. With these features and benefits, this camera ought to put the
E6 out to pasture. Stone veneer, major failures I recently had an informative email exchange
with a past client that highlighted the discovery of some especially nasty water damage behind
the stone siding at her townhome. I was curious about the events that led up to the discovery,
and it all came down to one person being very curious and very persistent. I thought she had
such a great story to share that I invited her onto our podcast, which you can listen to below.
Stone Siding Installation Defects Stone siding might be the most problematic siding that we
come across as home inspectors. This stuff is failing left and right all over the country, and
most of time the homeowner has no idea when their wall is a rotted mess behind the siding.
Home Inspectors don't have to be old white guys Take a look around any room full of home
inspectors, and you'll notice we look a lot alike. We are almost all white men with a lot of gray
hair. It's as if there's an unwritten rule that you have to be an old white guy to be a home
inspector. There is zero educational content in this post. It's all gross or creepy stuff we've seen
over the past year as home inspectors. Top Stories. Most Read. Advertise with us Talk with a
business consultant Media kit Classifieds. All rights reserved. You check your fuse box, right?
You wander into the dark abyss of your basement or garage, fumbling around with a flashlight
until you arrive at the gray metal box. You open it, hoping the issue will be right in front of you:
a blown fuse. What if the fuse box itself is the root cause of your problems? How do you replace
that? Are they one-size-fits-all or are there different kinds? Both cut the flow of electricity when
a circuit gets overloaded. These are more convenient because instead of having to replace the
cartridge, you simply flip the switch back in place. This means the delay could damage your
electronics. The other downside is that the switch can flip due to vibration and movement,
which can lead to major frustration. Fuses cut the flow instantly. But, you also need to replace

the entire fuse. In essence, the fuses dictate which fuse box you need when you replace it. An
Edison panel uses Edison fuses that screws in like a light bulb â€” hence, its name. These
protect up to 30 amp circuits. In other words, while builders moved away from fuse boxes
altogether, Type W is almost impossible to find. A Type S fuse screws into a specific housing
called a fuse rejector. These are time delay fuses, which allow a little fluctuation in the
amperage before blowing. Type T screw in like S fuses. They also have a time delay to give the
system to fix itself before the fuse blows. The base is much larger than a Type S fuse. These are
cylindrical fuses that range from 15 amps all the way to These panels get wired to the main
electrical service and act as the power shutoff switch as well. Federal Pacific Electric FPE was
the leading manufacturer of these panels until the dangers of aluminum wiring got discovered.
The company folded, but millions of American homes still had FPE fuse boxes. Not everyone is
comfortable when it comes to electricity and wi
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th good reason. When it comes to household fuse boxes, it can be even more dangerous.
Whether you decide to upgrade to an electrical panel or just need help with your fuse box, we
can help. Contact us today. Dealing with a faulty light switch is usually the last thing a person
puts on their to-do list. It just keeps getting [â€¦]. Electricity has always been there. But [â€¦].
About half of the money is spent [â€¦]. Your email address will not be published. Now you have
another set of problems on your hands. The most obvious is one uses fuses and the other uses
breakers. Simple, right? Edison Panel An Edison panel uses Edison fuses that screws in like a
light bulb â€” hence, its name. Type S A Type S fuse screws into a specific housing called a
fuse rejector. Pretty straightforward. Type T Type T screw in like S fuses. Cartridge Panels
These are cylindrical fuses that range from 15 amps all the way to Need More Help? Leave a
comment Cancel reply Your email address will not be published.

